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silence. 
they heard 
but when men finally came, 
to put their avid ears 
to its cold mouth, 
It slept a long time, blanketed by earth, 
this seed the universe spat, 
this shell washed up by waves, 
a hurling arrow, its flaming feathers, 
searing the fir tree, 
settling in the mouse's forest bed? 
What news did it bring 
crashing 
out of the night, 
by Jiii Solnlckl 
METEORITE 
How many men have sunk their ships 
navigating the plush red wake 
to where the stone of destiny rises 
like the sun before the morning? 
How many have come to glory 
traversing royal carpets in good heart 
to receive benevolence from God's chosen? 
How many others know aught of royalty 
except as trappings of rollicking imagination? 
Only the lowly rustle of forest leaves 
and the cold hard snap of hovel doors 
hallow their hard pressed coming and going. 
Walking on royal carpets, for them, 
is walking on dreaming afternoons, 
flights of ranging birds in Fall, 
laughter of sunshine children running, 
love moments secreted under stars. 
It has to do with stolen thoughts 
in moments stolen from reality. 
And so it is, still, 
if we ever think about it. 
The Mythic Circle #1 O, pg. 48 
Walking on royal carpets is enough 
to tenderize the calloused eyes 
of stolid war-soiled Templars, 
white and crossed in blazing red; 
or yet make mush of tender nobles ivoried 
by soft tenures and the soft rot of power. 
Feet here no longer tap the rhythms 
of the flapping heart in stoney anterooms. 
The plush of royal carpet accepts 
with autocratic forebearance 
the hush of royal feet walking royally, 
or the push of hat-in-hand nobility, 
eyes downcast in awe of crowns. 
This royal river of red leads to a throne, 
first carved by pagan inspiration 
beyond the memory of ink and parchment, 
then recarved in desperation 
by abrogating Christian chisels. 
This is the Elysium of royal feet 
walking happily or doomfully 
as history writes the colours of its houses. 
But awe bespeaks a softened tone 
when words are spoken before true royalty. 
Flickering torches in their ancient mystic way 
give movement to the static walls 
as light weaves historic mysteries 
for those who read the stones hanging, 
tapestried, along the ancient halls. 
The lives and loves, the hates and deaths 
of kings and princes, queens and ladies 
stretch In the dancing shadows of record, 
beginning to end, a continuing romance 
If some courtier seeks to ponder all. 
No sun penetrates here, 
Holy man-light in these halls of halls, 
high, crepuscular, vaulted, secretive, 
where whispers never really die 
but only hide from present hearing, 
echoing from stone to shadowy stone 
waiting for some thoughtful soul 
to stumble upon their timeless wandering. 
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